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#Q.l] Market research indicates that: there exists latent demand in Indian market for various product-forms 
developed I produced through innovative fusing of chocolates with various forms of desi sweet(s) (traditional 
indian sweetmeat). The generic product may be called choco-mishti (chocolate-sweetmeat). 

Your task: 
(a) Design a process for production of one product-form belonging to the generic product category of choco
mishti, giving complete block diagram that shows: flow of input materials (ingredients), processes (unit 
operations) the materials go through, flow of output material(s) I final product-form. 
(b) Using appropriate segmentation variables identify market segment(s) that you should like to target with 
your product-form. Give your product-form an appropriate name to attract the target market(s). 
[marks: 4 + (3+ I) = 8] 

'#Q.2] Fill in the blanks: 
Spurred by rising demand for herbal colours, turnover of the Holi (testival)-colour industry is likely to reach Rs 
__ crore this year. It is estimated that this industry shall experience a compounded annual growth rate of about 
__ per cent. The turnover of the accessory industry consisting of water guns, colour spray cans I balloons I 
cannons I toys is likely to reach Rs _ crore this year. Nearly __ per cent of these accessories are made in China. 
[marks: 4 x Y:! = 2] 

#Q.3] Marketer of a branded food item has identified the sales-response function being as follows: 
Q = 10s . p~z . Ao.12s . 5 o.zs 

Q = sales volume per quarter ( = total number of packages of the brand sold every three months) 
P = list price of each package (Rs I package) 
A = advertisement money spent in each quarter (Rs I quarter) 
S = promotional money spent in each quarter (Rs I quarter). 
Marketing fixed cost == Rs 38000 1- per quarter 
Unit variable (marketing operation) cost of the product = Rs 10 I package. 

(a)Compute: (i) optimal marketing mix (P,A,S) that should maximize the profit per quarter [assume: 
commission to dealers I retailers is included into unit variable cost, and each of the parameters P,A,S is 
independent of the other], (ii) sales volume per quarter that maximizes the profit. 

(b) Compare and comment on the sensitivity of sales-volume Q to the parameters P, A, S. 
[marks: (5+2) + 3 = 10] 

#Q.4](a) Place the following entities onto a two-dimensional space defined by intangible elements on the X
axis (low to high) and physical (tangible) elements on the Y-axis (low to high) thus distinguishing one entity 
from the other in terms of tangible I intangible value(s) possessed by each entity relative to the other: 1. 
wheat-flour, 2. consulting, 3. wine, 4. aerated soft drink, 5. detergents, 6. fast-food restaurant, 7. salt, 8. health club. 

{b) The generic term "price" has specific nomenclature with respect to each of the various services 
available in an economy (e.g. interest is the nomenclature for 'price' paid by one for borrowing money from a 
bank). Identify the nomenclature for price with respect to following services: 
1. National highway, 2.Municipal service, 3.Electrical energy supplied by State Electricity Board, 4.1nsurance 

service. 
[marks: (8x1) + (4x Y:!) = 10] 
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#Q.5] A Food company consists of five (05) strategic business units (SBU) shown in the table below. Using 
Boston Consulting Group (BCG) portfolio analysis recommend future strategies the company should consider 
SBU Rupee Sales Number of Rupee Sales of the Top three (in Market Growth Rate 

(in millions) competitors millions) 
A 0.5 08 0.7 I 0.7 I 0.5 15% -
B 1.6 22 1.6 I 1.6 I 1.0 18% 
c 1.8 14 1.8 I 1.2 I 1.0 07% 
D 3.2 05 3.2 I 0.8 I 0.7 04% 
E 0.5 10 2.5 I 1.8 I 1.7 04% 

[marks: 4] 

#Q.6l Case: Indians have been using various edible vegetable oils as cooking medium for centuries. Oil-press I 
ghanis (mechanical means) are used to obtain edible oils from such vegetable seeds as mustard, groundnut, 
coconut, sunflower, palm etc. The raw I crude oil thus obtained contains, among other things, pigments and 
chlorophyll imparting dark colour to the oil; the raw I crude oil also has seed-specific odour /@jyour. Particulate 
materials (say, dust particles) are removed through the process of filtration after which oil· ·is deemed fit for 
consumption. 

lt is interesting to note that: popularity of refined edible oil is less than three-decade old. Processes to refine 
filtered raw I crude oil consist of: (1) neutralizing free fatty acids that develops in oil, (2) removing colour from the 
oil using adsorption-separation process, (3) removing odour, if desired. Refining makes the oil colourless, odourless 
(almost), transparent liquid. Refined groundnut, coconut, sunflower oils are quite popular in the market by now. 
Even refined blended vegetable oil experiences demand in the market. Crude palm oil is imported, refined, and then 
mixed with any other refined vegetable oil to yield blended vegetable oil. 

In the market for refined edible oil, refined mustard oil has been a failure. The target market has rejected 
refined mustard oil; thus raw mustard oil (filtered) still reigns supreme in the target market! 

Question: (a) Identify reasons for failure of refined mustard oil in the target market. 
(b) A company has already invested money in developing assets, infrastructure for production of 

refined edible oils. The company is located in a mustard growing region. To this company, suggest a strategy 
- pertaining to marketing-mix, market-segment and positioning - that should make production of refined 
mustard oil profitable for the company. 
[marks: 2 + 3 = 5] 

#Q.7] The matrix given below depicts, phases in a conventional product life cycle (PLC) on one hand vs 
characteristics, marketing objective(s) and strategies on the other. Fill in each of the vacant cells (numbered 
from 01 to 44) in the matrix with appropriate word I phrase/ short sentence: 

Phases in PLC 
Introduction Growth l jJfalurity Decline 

#CHARACTERISTICS 

1-
=1.-=cS--c-al.:..:ec.:..s ~::....:....-"-'--'--'--'------t-----0-1 ____ -______ 0062___ ~-- ·- - 00_}7 ~-----+----0-4---1 2.Costs per customer OS ________ 08 

3.Profits 09 10 ~ 11 12 
4.Customers 13 14 15 16 

--------------4-----------~ 
5.Competitors 17 18 19 20 

~#=MA~R~KE~T=I=N~G~O-B-JE~CT_I_VE __ (~S7),_ ______ 2_1 ______ ~----~2-2·-- --~2=:3~--~-~2=4~-~ 

#STRATEGIES 
l.Product 25 26 27 28 f--=-=..::...=...::.:..:.:.::.::.__ _________ -t---~-=-=---.,..-_. --· ---·--·--·----·--·--- -----------------+-------------1 
2.Price 29 30 31 32 

f--=:.::...::.:=.;: ______ __:_ _____ -t-------::.-=--·---·-----·----·----1---------------r-----------J 
3.Distribution 33 34 35 36 

f--=-:.=...::=cc:c:...:c:..==-=----------+-----~--··-- -----··-----------r-------·------+-------1 
4.Advertising 37 38 1 39 40 

L5~-~S~a=le=s~P~r~o=m~o~ti~·o~n'----=-=-~----4_1 ___ ~-----4_2__ [ 43 44 
[marks: 44 x Y. = I I] 




